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Abstract. We consider the degree of ideological polarization within and between the parties in
the U.S. House of Representatives for the period 1963–1996, using the Groseclose, Levitt and
Snyder (1996) adjustment method for ADA and ACU scores to ensure over time comparability
of roll call voting data. We focus especially on the median House member, since we believe
that change in the median offers a better measure of the impact of the change in party control
than does changes in the mean roll-call voting score.

Our data analysis makes two general points. First and foremost, when we looked at the
change in the location of the House median voter, we found a dramatic change after the Re-
publicans gained a majority in the House in 1994. After the Republicans became a majority in
the House, the ADA median in the House in 1995–1996 was at 24, far closer to the Republican
median of 4 than to the Democratic median of 83. The shift inmedianfrom 1993–1994 to
1994–1995 involved a change of over 25 points in one election – far and away the greatest
single shift in ideology of the modern era. In contrast, themeanchanged only 1 point over this
same period. Second, for the three decades we investigated, we found three historical epochs
vis a vis the relative locations of the ADA (or ACU) floor median and the ADA (or ACU) floor
mean in the U.S. House of Representatives – two inflection points in 1983 and 1994 which are
related to trends in regional realignment.

1. Introduction

Duncan Black (1958), Anthony Downs (1957), and the voluminous theoret-
ical literature deriving from their pioneering work of this paper emphasize the
importance of the median voter.1 The basic insight is that,ceteris paribus, we
would expect that policies would track the preferences of the median voter,

∗ We are indebted to Dorothy Green and Clover Behrend for library assistance. An earlier
version of this paper was presented at the Annual Meeting of the Public Choice Society. San
Francisco, March 21–23, 1997. We are especially indebted to Timothy Groseclose for sharing
with us Groseclose, Levitt and Snyder (1996) adjusted scores for ADA and ACU roll-call
voting measures in the U.S. House of Representatives, and to Howard Rosenthal and Keith
Poole for providing us their calculations of congressional D-Nominate scores.
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since, for politics which is organized primarily along a single ideological
dimension, the median voter is the pivotal voter whose agreement is crucial
in any majority vote in choosing between opposing points of view. Thus,
in a legislature such as the U.S. House of Representatives where a single
issue dimension predominates (Poole and Rosenthal, 1997), we should pay
particular attention to changes in the location of the floor median.

Remarkably, however, most work on the U.S. congress reports mean rather
than median values for roll-call voting scores such as ADA or ACU. Yet the
mean and the median of such scores may be quite far apart from one another
because the overall distribution is the sum of two distributions (that for mem-
bers of two different parties). When we have two party distributions which
are ideologically quite far apart in their means, and with little or no overlap,
then a considerable divergence between mean and median roll-call voting
scores can be expected to arise. While the mean location is simply a weighted
average of the two party means, the relationship between the location of the
overall median voter, and that of the median voter in each of the two parties,
is considerably more complicated.

The gap between each party’s median voter and the overall median can
be shown to be a function of party sizes, party means, and the variances in
each party’s support distribution (Miller, 1996; Grofman et al. 1999). Usually
the size factor predominates, and the larger party’s median voter is closer
to the overall median voter than is the median voter in the smaller party;
sometimes, however, the party that is more ideologically concentrated will
have its median closer to the overall median position, even when it is the
smaller party.2 But, most importantly for present purposes, when party means
are widely separated and the variance within each party is low, a change in
which party is the majority can yield a dramatic change in the location of the
median voter, even though there will be little change in the overall mean.

Because some models of legislative politics do posit the importance of the
mean voter, e.g., ones in which politics is some weighted average (consensus)
of the members of the legislature; and because we wish to emphasize com-
parisons in changes in means and medians, we report both types of averages.
Also, at least one important model of legislative politics posits the political
importance of the median party member in whichever party has the majority.3

Thus, we also have chosen to report data broken down by party.
We look at the median and mean ADA scores for Democratic and Repub-

lican members of the House and at the overall mean and median in the House
as a whole over the period 1963–1996, and at the corresponding standard
deviation values. Because there is an issue of comparability of ADA scores
across time due to selection effects in the bills used to compile the scores,
we take advantage of the Groseclose, Levitt and Snyder (1999) correction
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procedure to create scores that are comparable across years. Because there
are issues of reliability using only a single measure of roll-call voting, we
have also replicated our analyses using (adjusted) ACU scores.4 However,
once if we invert ACU scores by subtracting from 100, the results we get are
so close to those we get for ADA scores that we generally have not bothered
to report them.5

We show that the mean-median differences in (adjusted) ADA scores in
the U.S. House, 1963–1996, are driven by changes in the number of quite
conservative Democratic members elected from the South and by the change
in party control that took place in 1994. We identify three periods: Initially
(1963–1982), the House median is to the right of the House mean, pulled in
that direction by southern Democrats. As Democrats are replaced by Repub-
licans in the South, and the overlap among the party distributions goes down,
but still with the Republican party in the minority, the preponderance effect
becomes more important than the variance effect, and the overall median is
to the left of the overall mean for the period 1983–1994.

However, once the Republicans come to be the majority party in 1994,
we get a second reversal, but now the gap between floor mean and floor
median is even greater because the Republicans are both the majority party
andthe party with lower variance.6 Indeed, the changes wrought by the 1994
House elections can only be characterized as revolutionary when looked at
in terms of their impact on the floor median (a change of 25 ADA points,
the largest of the modern era),7 but their true significance is missed when we
look only at changes in mean ADA scores (a minuscule 1 point). Moreover,
despite the relatively small Republican majority in 1994, the House median
is much closer to the Republican median than the floor median ever was to
the Democratic median, even in the days of large Democratic majorities in
the House.

For purposes of further comparison, we also relate our results using
Groseclose-Levitt adjusted ADA scores to results derived from using the
first dimension of Poole-Rosenthal D-nominate scores (Poole and Rosenthal,
1997). Findings based on D-Nominate scores are very similar, again showing
a dramatic shift in the overall House median in 1995, and a considerably
lesser shift in House mean.

2. Data analysis

Data on adjusted ADA scores for the 88th through the 104th congresses
(1963–1996) are shown in Table 1, using the Groseclose, Snyder and Levitt
(1999) correction method. We provide data for Democrats and Republicans
and also report data separately for southern and non-southern Democrats (us-
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Table 1a.Democratic House member adjusted ADA scores, by region, 1963–1996

∗Values in cells represent indexed ADA scores (using the Groseclose, Levitt, and Snyder, 1997
correction method) for House Democrats for the period 1963–1996. Indexed ADA scores are
used instead of “nominal” scores to control for the selection of different sets of votes each year
by the ADA. Scores are broken down by South (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia), Non-South, and all Democrats.
Source for ADA scores:Americans for Democratic Action.

ing a ten-state definition of the old South – the Confederate states minus
Tennessee) and for the so-called “conservative coalition” (i.e., southern
Democrats plus Republicans). Table 1 also reports standard deviations, as
well as the sizes of the various groups.8

From Table 1 we see the well-known results (see, e.g., Ornstein, Mann and
Malbin, l991; Aldrich and Rohde, 1995) that

(a) the number of southern Democrats has been sharply declining;
(b) with the elimination of many of the most conservative southern Demo-

crats either through retirement, electoral loss, or party conversion, the mean
ADA score of southern Democrats has been increasing to the point that, by
1983, southern Democrats actually looked more like non-southern Democrats
than like Republicans (see Figure 1(b)).
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Table 1b. Republican House member, whole House, and Conservative Coalition adjusted
ADA scores, 1963–1996

∗Values in cells represent indexed ADA scores (using the Groseclose, Levitt, and Snyder, 1997
correction method) for House Republicans, the whole House, and the Conservative Coalition
for the period 1963–1996. Indexed ADA scores are used instead of “nominal” scores to control
for the selection of different sets of votes each year by the ADA. The Conservative Coali-
tion includes Republicans plus southern Democrats. The South includes: Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia.
Source for ADA scores:Americans for Democratic Action.

(c) Republicans started off conservative and have gotten even more so, to
the extent that, in 1995–1996, the median Republican had an adjusted ADA
score of only 4!

Now let us turn to the special insights into this portrait of the House that
can be gleaned by attention to variance differences between the parties and
subsets thereof and their consequences for the location of the overall median
voter relative to the overall mean and to the medians of the two parties.

The data in Table 1, graphed in Figure 2, show that from the 88th through
the 97th congress, the (adjusted) ADA score of the median House member
is to the right of the mean (adjusted) ADA score of the House, often consid-
erably so. The reason for this is clear. Southern Democrats form a right tail
on the Democratic ADA distribution, and the variance within the Democratic
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Figure 1a. Median adjusted ADA scores for Democrats, Republicans, and the whole House,
1963–1996.

Figure 1b. Median adjusted ADA score for southern Democrats, non-southern Democrats,
Republicans, and the whole House, 1963–1996.
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Figure 2. Difference in adjusted ADA scores of mean and median House members,
1963–1996.

party is quite high compared to variance within Republican ranks. Thus, the
median House member is shifted in a rightward direction from the mean
House member, toward the location of the Republican median, despite the
fact that the Republicans are the minority party in each of these congresses.
Here we see the power of ideologically concentrated minorities to shift the
median in their direction.

In contrast, from the 98th through the 103rd congress, we see in Figure 2
(and Table 1) that the floor median shifted left of the floor mean. What has
happened? The answer is simple: redistricting, especially redistricting in the
South that created majority black districts electing rather liberal representat-
ives, plus (the arguably partly related) Republican gains in the House in the
South leading to a dramatic decrease in the number of southern districts held
by Democrats (Lublin, 1995; Grofman and Handley, 1998). The combina-
tion of these two effects, raising the liberalism of the southern House seats
remaining in Democratic hands at the same time as reducing the impact of
those seats on the variance of the party because there were fewer of them,
meant that what we have seen in the 1980s through 1992 is an ever more
conservative and more tightly concentrated Republican party, and an ever
more concentrated and more liberal Democratic party.

However, during this time period, the reduction in variance of the Demo-
crats is more dramatic than of the Republicans, who already started off low.
Thus, the variance effect diminished in importance, permitting the numerical
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Figure 3. Change in overall adjusted ADA score of the median House member from one
Congress to the next, 1963–1996.

preponderance of the Democrats to be the key factor from 1983–1994,re-
versing the pattern of earlier periods. The House median was then at or to
the left of the House mean, advantaging Democrats (a.k.a. liberals).

Finally, in 1994, we have yet another reversalof the relative location of
the median and the mean House members. When the Republicans take over
control of the House, given their incredibly low standard deviationand their
new status as the majority party in the House, the median House member is
now a Republican.9 This, too, follows from the logic of our model. When, the
overlap condition is no longer satisfied because of dramatic ideological po-
larization between the parties, then the majority party shifts the median in its
direction away from the mean; moreover,the more ideologically concentrated
is that majority party, the greater will be the shift!10

In 1995, the House adjusted ADAmeanis at 41, but themedianvoter
in the House is only at 24. The median voter’s ADA score has shifted from
nearly 50 in the previous five congresses to only 24 –a shift in the location
of the House median of more than 25 points in one election, far and away the
largest shift ever over the past four decades! (See Figure 3.)Is it any wonder
the Republicans were talking about a revolution?

In contrast, however, the shift in the ADA score of the mean House mem-
ber from 1993–1994 to 1995–1996 is only 1 point (see Figure 3 or Table 1)!!
In other words, most of the change in political impact at the 1994 House
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elections was due to variance effects that dramatically affected the location
of the median voter, given the change in locus of party control and cannot
simply be attributed to a change in the composition (mean liberalism) of the
House,per se.

Note, too, that, contrary to the usual robust behavior of the median to
perturbations in extreme values – when compared with the mean; here, for
bounded variables, and a sharply bimodal distribution – it is the median
rather than the mean that will bounce around most sharply when the locus
of party control changes in the House! Thus, while the Republican revolu-
tion is triggered by the increasing liberalism among the remaining southern
Democrats and the increasing conservatism among an ever more southern-
based Republican party that creates a humongous separation between the
parties – an almost unbelievable 60 ADA point difference in party medians in
1993–1994 and an even more incredible 79 point difference in 1995–1996 –
it took a change in which party was in the majority for the full effects of these
historical patterns to truly manifest themselves.

We can also perform similar analyses using the first dimension of Poole-
Rosenthal D-nominate scores (Poole and Rosenthal, 1997) rather than the
Groseclose-Levitt adjusted ADA scores. D-Nominate scores have the advant-
age that they are based on the complete set of all (non-consensual) roll-call
votes in Congress, rather than on the quite limited set of roll-calls identified
by the Americans for Democratic Action as both significant votes and re-
flecting an underlying left-right dimension.11 Findings based on D-Nominate
scores (which range from –1 (left) to +1 (right)) are very similar to those
using adjusted ADA scores, again showing a dramatic shift in the overall
House median in 1995 of .63 points (from –.24 to .39), and a considerably
lesser shift in House mean of .27 points (from –.11 to .16). This shift in
median in 1995 is far and away the greatest change over the time period, with
the next largest change between congresses being less than half as large.12

Similarly, by 1995, D-Nominate scores show a virtual chasm between the
roll-call voting scores of Democrats (with a median at –.39 and a mean also
at –.39) and those of Republicans (with a median at .67 and a mean at .68),
with no Republicans having a negative D-Nominate score, and onlyseven
Democrats having a positive D-Nominate score.

3. Discussion

The relative location of the House mean and median has shifted over time.
In the U.S. House, the impact of the variance effect on the location of the
overall House median changed with changes in the number of quite conser-
vative Democratic members elected from the South and with party control.
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Initially, the House median is to the right of the House mean, pulled that way
by southern Democrats. As Democrats are replaced by Republicans in the
South, and the overlap among the two distributions goes down, but still with
the Republican party in the minority, the preponderance effect becomes more
important, and the effect reverses itself, i.e., the overall median is to the left
of the overall mean. However, once the Republicans come to be the majority
party, we get a second reversal, but now the gap between mean and median
is even stronger because the Republicans are both the majority partyand the
party with lower variance.

When studying the effects of the 1994 election on the U.S. House, were
we to have done what most political scientists (and even most economists) do,
namely look only at changes in terms of means, we would have missed seeing
how powerful Republican views were in the House after the 1994 election (or
at least, how powerful they would have been, had Clinton not been president
and able to exercise the threat of veto). And we would have missed seeing
how huge was the rightwardshift in the location of themedianvoter in the
House from 1993–1994 to 1995–1996. Moreover, this dramatic shift in the
median in the Republican direction was achieved despite the fact that the
Republican preponderance, 230–205, was not large by historical standards,
especially compared to years of Democratic dominance in the House in, say,
the 1960s.

In addition to our new periodization of congressional party structures, we
believe that the most important result we give, and perhaps the least intuitive,
has to do with the potential for remarkable changes in the location of the
median member of Congress occurring with little or no change in mean loca-
tions. Contrary to what we might think we remember from statistics classes,
for certain types of distribution (e.g., sharply polarized bimodal mixtures)
it is the median and not the mean which can swing wildly with only small
perturbations. For example, intuitively, what we have is that the 1994 change
in party control of the House shifts us from a median location in the right tail
end of a somewhat dispersed Democratic party (which thus gives us a median
voter who is moderate) to the left tail of a highly concentrated Republican
party (which gives us a median voter who is highly conservative.)13

Notes

1. Useful reviews of recent extensions of the Downsian approach include Enelow and Hinich
(1984, 1990) and Hinich and Munger (1994).

2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for divergence between the mean and the median
are set out in Merrill, Grofman, Brunell and Koetzle (1999) in the form of a precise
mathematical relationship. Because of the complexity of that formulation, we do not try
to summarize it here.
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3. A Wuffle (personal communication, April 1, 1998) has dubbed this “the House is a party
animal” model.

4. Our ADA estimates differ marginally from those reported in Groseclose, Levitt and
Snyder (1996) because we calculated the corrections from the original ADA data set.
However, the ACU scores we report are taken directly from a data set provided by Timothy
Groseclose – to whom we are deeply indebted.

5. When there are minor differences in results for ADA and ACU scores, we report those in
footnotes.

6. The identical reversal years are found when we use ACU scores adjusted using the
Groseclose et al. method.

7. FormedianACU scores we also get a jump that is the largest of the modern era, 22 points,
with virtually no change in themeanACU score.

8. A similar but much less inclusive time series is reported in Grofman, Griffin and Glazer
(1990).

9. We mean this quite literally: the new adjusted House ADA median is at 24 and, while there
are a number of legislators with that ADA score, the majority of them are Republicans.

10. The intuition is quite simple. Because the two parties in the House are, ca. 1994, in effect
separated by an ideological chasm, as party control changes, i.e., with a change in which
party is the majority party, then the location of the median voter will shift from a location
within the Democratic party to one within the Republican party – thus guaranteeing huge
changes in the location of the median voter.

11. For ADA scores, that position which is (strongly) favored by the ADA is taken to be the
more liberal (in the modern sense) position.

12. Although the basic results apply to both D-Nominate and adjusted ADA scores, they are
not quite as stark for the former as they are for the latter. Because ADA selects bills that
showcase left-right differences, as the parties diverge ideologically, they will capture a
stronger impact of party differences than the run-of-the-mill floor vote which makes up
the bulk of the roll-calls used to calculate D-Nominate scores. Thus, we see Groseclose-
Levitt adjusted ADA scores as a valuable complement to D-Nominate scores. Indeed,
since they capture the most visible votes and the issues of greatest controversy, in some
way they are more revealing about political conflict in congress (and its party basis) than
are the more inclusive D-Nominate measures.

13. If the parties are both very highly concentrated (with almost no overlap), even if they are
of similar sizes, then the mean and the median can still be very far apart. The mean will
be centrally located in what we may think of as the “valley” between the parties, but the
median will be toward the end of the party distribution of the majority party.
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